
Romance can be expensive - one Valentine’s day I spent almost $50 on flowers for my girlfriend - what I got didn’t seem 
worth $50 - I guess you are also paying for the artistry of the arrangement or something like that - one time I bought 
her roses - who knew you could hang them upside down or something and make them last - for something that 
dies a week or so later, flowers are expensive - but for some reason women like flowers - maybe its because one 
beautiful thing deserves another beautiful thing - I don’t understand it, but I still encourage men to romance their 
girlfriend or wife - even if it doesn’t make sense to us, she deserves it - never stop telling her she is amazing - 
never stop romancing her - although I suppose if you are dating and then break up with her, and then she dates or 
marries someone else, you should probably stop - romancing her at that point would be at the very least, awkward

Today in the first reading we hear about the first marriage - Adam is enjoying his first few moments on earth, but he is 
alone - so God decides it would be good to create a suitable partner for him - God presents all of the animals to 
Adam and he names them

In the Jewish culture, to name something is to know something 
That is why the Jews were not to utter God’s name - to name God meant that you knew God - in someways God is totally 

other, always a mystery - so to know God was hubris, was arrogant - so the Jews were not to utter God’s name
So when Adam names the animals, he is getting to know them
As one by one all the different animals are presented to Adam, he names them, gets to know them, but none of them are 

his equal, a suitable partner
Even though we share much of the same DNA with the rest of the animals, we are utterly different than them because of 

our free will, our being made in the image and likeness of God
Discouraged by not finding a suitable partner, God puts Adam in a deep sleep, kind of like my dorm friend in college - the 

whole dorm floor could hear his alarm each morning except for him
God then creates Eve from one of Adam’s ribs - when Adam awakes, he says, “This one, at last, is bone of my bones and 

flesh of my flesh…” - Adam saw in Eve someone who is his equal, who has the same ability for love, freewill, and 
reason - someone who shared his dignity in being made in the image and likeness of God - she was not the same 
as him, but complemented him in both body and soul - it is in the differences and yet equality in dignity that the 
complementarity of the sexes can happen, that a man and woman can become one flesh

We take it for granted, but notice some things about this first marriage - even though later in the Bible, later in salvation 
history, polygamy becomes a thing, it is not a part of God’s original plan for marriage - notice it is one man and one 
woman - notice a husband is suppose to cling to his wife - there is suppose to be fidelity and exclusivity

This is God’s original plan for marriage - this is how we are to understand marriage - marriage is the only Sacrament that 
existed before the Fall, before sin entered the world

In one way or another, all of the other 6 Sacraments try to make up for what we lost in our relationship with God in the 
Fall, when Adam and Eve sinned for the first time and broke humanity’s perfect relationship with God



But marriage and marriage alone existed before the Fall
So if we want to know what marriage ideally should look like, we need to look at it before sin, lust, and the division 

between the genders entered the picture
This is what Jesus refers to in the Gospel when the Pharisees ask Him about divorce
When asked, Jesus does what He always does - He doesn’t answer “Yes” or “No” - Jesus responds to the Pharisee’s 

question with a question: “What did Moses command you to do?” - when they respond that Moses permitted 
divorce, Jesus tells them it was because of their hardness of heart that Moses allowed it - not because God wanted 
it

Then Jesus appeals to what marriage looked like before the fall - Jesus quotes our first reading by saying that from the 
beginning of creation: “God made them male and female. For this reason a man shall leave his father and mother 
and be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.”

Jesus goes on to say, “So they are no longer two but one flesh. Therefore what God has joined together, no human being 
must separate.”

When Jesus’ disciples question Him about this later, He clarifies, “Whoever divorces his wife and marries another commits 
adultery against her; and if she divorces her husband and marries another, she commits adultery.”

This is why when my friend from college got a divorce, I told him not even to look at a woman with googley eyes - I 
reminded him that unless shown otherwise, we need to assume that he was sacramentally married to his first wife - 
and that if he dated or married anyone before receiving an annulment from his first marriage, he would be living in 
sin - that even though they were separated, he would be being unfaithful to her and to vows he made to her

He didn’t listen to me - he started dating and got married by the justice of the peace - once he received an annulment from 
his first wife, then they had a marriage ceremony in the Catholic Church

The Catholic Church takes this teaching very seriously 
People get divorced for all sorts of reasons - usually people get divorced for something that happens during marriage
Annulments are only given for the lack of the ability of either party to give their full consent to the marriage on the day of 

their wedding
So when the diocesan tribunal reads, prays, and discerns over an annulment case, they don’t look at the marriage 

currently - they just look at what the couple was like going into the marriage
This isn’t entirely true - for instance, for example, if a guy - sorry about picking on the guys - was abusive to his girlfriends 

but cleaned up his act for the six months of courtship, got married, and started to abuse his new wife once they got 
married

The church would see that he had a prior pattern of abuse before the marriage began - thus it is as if she didn’t marry the 
man she thought she was marrying - he hid this part of himself from her - had she know this prior behavior, she 
probably would not have married him



Obviously if someone was previously married and their former spouse is still alive, then the second marriage would not be 
valid

Another would be if the person was abducted and forced to marry someone
Another would be if a person caused the death of their own spouse or another person’s spouse in order to marry them
And there are a few others reasons that would invalidate the vows, that would prevent a sacramental marriage from 

happening
Even if a annulment is granted, the couple was still civilly married - the children are still legitimate - just because an 

annulment has been granted doesn’t mean that the children are somehow bastard children or something
Why does the Church put all this work into marriages and annulments? - why does the Catholic Church ask couples to 

spend at least six months in marriage prep? - why does the Catholic Church ask people to spend upwards of year 
going through the annulment process? - why? - because Jesus took marriage seriously - again, at the end of this, 
Jesus says, “Therefore what God has joined together, no human being must separate.”

And why is marriage so important to God? - because families are the foundational unit to society - Saint Pope John Paul II 
said in 1986, “As the family goes, so goes the nation and so goes the whole world in which we live.”

The Catholic Church says there are two purposes to marriage - the first is children and the second is the couple growing 
in love and holiness - or as some people put it, “babies and bonding” - the Catholic Church actually orders them in 
this fashion - that the number one purpose of marriage is the creation and forming in virtue of eternal souls - 
Vatican II calls the family the domestic church - it is in family that we first learn about love, God, forgiveness, virtue, 
holiness - if we want a virtuous society, we need raise virtuous children and have holy families

Today is pro-life Sunday - we need to recognize the dignity, humanity, and right to life of every human being - every 
person, from the moment of conception is an eternal human person - with all the rights that every human person 
has

Bonding is important to babies - what I mean is I believe a little appropriate PDA in front of the kids is a good thing - these 
days almost every kid knows someone whose parents are divorced - not every kid, but some kids, especially if the 
divorce was mean-spirited, know what kind of negative effect their parents divorce had on their lives - if children 
see signs that their parents love each other through appropriate public displays of affection, they know their home 
life is safe - they are then free to excel in other parts of their lives

So spouses, especially husbands, never stop romancing each other - spouses, pray and push through the hard times - 
our children need loving parents so that they can more easily recognize God’s love for them - we cannot let our 
marriage relationships become a hindrance to our children from coming to Jesus and knowing His love for them

I think most would agree that our society has gone a little crazy - it is up to us to support families because again, as the 
family goes, so goes the nation, and so goes the whole world

The real way to make America great again is by making marriages and families great again 


